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The government's "war on drugs" isa war 
on black people and' youth 

Reprinted from a leaflet of Jan, 16 produced jointly by 
the Revolutionary Action Group and the Seattle Branch of 
the Marxist-Leninist Party: . 

The U.S. government has declared war on drugs. Each 
politician is out to prove his credentials as the toughest 
fighter against drugs. "War! war! war!" chanted the Con
gressmen when a recent "anti-drug" bill was passed:' The 
crusade has swept up government officials, the manage
ment of many companies, school administrators and the 

law enforcement agencies, including the National Guard. 
The Pentagon has given preliminary approval for the Na
tional Guard units in 44 states to join local law-enforce
ment efforts in the "war". Their artillery will include "11 
Huey transport helicopters, 19 Kiowa helicopter gunships, 
29 vess.els docked at the Port of Tacoma and M-60A3 
tanks". (Seattle Times, 1/11/89) 

Un.(ortunately, these government figures have no inten
tion of solving the many problems associated with drug 
abuse, or even starting to solve them. The pretext of 

Continued on page 19 

Michigan NOW Issues statement denouncing IIdirect confrontationll 

, NOW vs. the pro-choice militants 

The liberal bourgeois leaders of NOW are dead set 
against any militant resistance to the anti-abortion fanatics 
of Operation Rescue. All across the country the NOW 
'higher-ups have 'done their best to prevent the holy 
hypocrites of Operari:on Rescue from being confronted by 
mas~es of angry people. The Michigan leadership of NOW 
has gone so far as to issue a disgusting statement on Jan. 
21 that denounced the progressive masses up and down 
and blamed them for the violence at ,Michigan abortion 
clinics. 

This statement brings into the open the sabotaging role 
of. NOW against the mass movement. It illustrates that 
th~ NOW higher-ups are doing their best not to mobilize 
opposition to Operation Rescue (OR), but to keep people 
from anti-OR demonstrations. .Even some local Michigan 
chapters of NOW wanted to participate in opposing OR, 
but the Michigan NOW leaders headed it off. 

According to the NOW leaders, the only role for the 
people is to hide when OR comes to town and to humbly 
petition the police. NOW goes so far as to 'say that any
one who disagrees isn't really pro-choice. 

The liberal' leaders of NOW are afraid to do anything" 
that alienates the bourgeoisie, This is why they make sure ~ 

to reassUre the bourgeoisie, as the first thing in their 
Continued on page '18 
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HYPOCRISY OVER CHEMICAL WEAPONS 

Last year, the world was' again witness to' the horror of 
chemical weapons. The fascist Iraqi regime used poison 
gas to massacre thousands of Kurdish people. ' 

- An international conference on chemical weapons was 
held in Paris, January 7~11. But did this meeting deal 
with Iraq's use of chemical weapons against the Kurds? 
No. 

Kurdish representatives weren't allowed to attend on the 
grounds that the meeting was only open to governments. 
Kurdish refugees did demonstrate in Paris, but the French 

" government did not allow them near the' conference. 
The Paris conference was a typical United Nations-style 

gathering which overflowed with empty phrases. More 
than anything else, it was a platform for shameless hypoc
risy by the big imperialist powers, especially the U.S. 
government. 

Washington's Latest Crusade 

Secretary of State Shultz railed in Paris against chemi
cal weapons. For several months now, the White House 
has been trying to appear as the biggest crusader against 
chemical weapons. 

There was plenty of empty talk from the U~S. delega-
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tion about "completely banning" chemical weapons. How
ever the U.S. stressed that the problem today isn't chemi
cal weapons per se but such weapons in what!! considers 
to be the wrong hands. The U.S. turned the Paris con-
ference into a pulpit for its crusade that chemical weapons 
in thehandl> of the U.S. and its allies are OK, but they 
shouldn't be allowed into "irresponsible~ hands. 

Shultz said that the prospect that countries "with his
tories of the conduct of terrorist Violence" may gain access 
to chemical weapons was a "nightmare for us all." This 
was a reference to Libya and other countries that Wash
ington considers' to be sponsors of "international terror
ism." What the U.S. means by 'this is not mainly Libya, 
but those governments it doesn't control. 

The U.S. campaign is sheer hypocrisy. Are the u.s. and 
its allies the "responsible" people that they make them-
selves out to be? ' 

Remember Agent Orange! 

Today more than 20 ,countries have stockpiles of chemi
cal weapons. The U.S. is at the top of the list. It has 
considerable stockpiles of some of the deadliest chemicals 
around. And it is also manufacturing more chemical 
weapons. Besides, U.S. imperialism has also used chemi
cal warfare on a big scale in recent decades. 

In Viet Na:m, the Pentagon dumped thousands of tons 
of poisonous dioxins in the form of the chemical defoliant 
Agent Orange. This chemical not only destroyed much of 
the ecology of Viet Nam but it also sickened and killed 
tens of thousands of Vietnamese people. It also infected 
thousands of American Gl's. 

In 1969 theU.S. government temporarily stopped mak
ing chemical weapons claiming that it had enough stock
piled., The Reagan administration revived the manufacture 
of chemical weapons. While in 1983 chemical-related 
military spending stood at $597 million, this doubled by 

, '1988. The revival of chemical weapons under Reagan has 
included a new generation of "binary we~pons." 11iese are 
made from two different chemicals, which are kept sep~ 
arate until they are 'ready to be actually used. They are 
supposedly "safer," that is, to those who handle them. In 
other words, they are a more efficient form of chemical 
warfare. 

GiVen this dirty recQrd, it is obscene for the U.S. 
government to claim to. 'be a crusader against chemical 

,weapons. 

The Other Stalwarts of Purity 

The French government, which hosted the Paris con
ference, was another big hypocrite at the gathering. In 
1986, France included a new chemical weapons program 



in its milita.ry planning law. Indeed, throughout the 
1980's the French social-democratic government has been 
in step with the Reaganite White House in escalating war 
preparations. " 

And in the Iraqi case too, the Western imperialists Were 
not the paragons of innocence that they make themselves 
out to be. Both France and'theU.S. were backing up Iraq, 
last year in the Persian Gulf war. France has supplied 
Iraq with billions of dollars of weapons. As well; b:aq set 
up its chemical weapons operations, with technology sUPi' 
plied by corporations from West Germany.' Scores of'cap~ 
italist corporations and regimes pocketed. big bucks in the 
dirty profits they made out of arms sales to both sides in, 
the Iran-Iraq war. This included the state-capitalist rulers 
of Moscow, who have yet to say one word of criticism of 
Iraq for its barbarous attacks onthe Kurds. 

Those who rule in Washington, London, Paris and Bonn 
\ 

pose as the standard-bearersqf "civilization" ,and ~human-~. 
itarianism." Moscow poses as the_defender of the oppres~ 
sed peoples. But the truth is different. When it comes to 
instruments of mass destruction, the imperialist powers of 
the U.S., Europe and Russia,are among the biggest crim
inals. The reactionary "third world" regimes who stock 
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pile and use chemical weapons do it with the direct 0r in
. direct backing of the big powers. 

To Fight Chemical Weapons, 
Fight Against Capitalist Militarism! 

Chemical weapons are not the product' of some nut 
somewhere, but the result of modem capitalist "civiliza
tion." They are produced by the big chemical monopolies. 
Modem capitalism created poison gas warfare, which was 
first widely used in the slaughter of World War 1. Hidet; 
the fascist tyrant installed by German capitalism, used 
poison gas to murder Jews, communists, Poles,etc. 

Chemical weapons are a' hideous method of mass 
slaughter. But, as with' nuclear weapons and other forms 
of militarist· barbarism, we cannot expect capitalism to 
solve this problem. It will not be eliminated by some 
gathering of capitalist states. 
, No,mass outrage against chemical warfare must be 

used'to build up the struggle towards the overthrow of the 
capitalist system that spawns such hideous forms of mass 
killing. ' , II! 

, ' 
\ 

/ 

WHY IS WASHINGTON HITTING UP ON LIBYA? . . . . 

On January 4, the U.S. Navy shot doWn two Libyan 
planes. 1;he Pentagon claims the Libyans were planning 
to attack u.s. planes which were in the midst of "routine 
exercises" in the Mediterranean. The U;S. governmeptjus
tified ·the shootdown as "self-defense." 

But it wasn't the Libyans who parked their warships off' 
the California coast. It was the U.S. arinada which had 
massed just outsid~ Libya. The talk of "routine exercises", 
is malarkey. These exercises were carried out in the midst 
~f ,a big propaganda blitz against Libya. In inid-Decem
bet; Reagan openly declared on ]V that he was consider-
ing plans to bomb Libya again. . 

The latest shootdown did not end up escalating into a 
new bombing run over Libya. Washington tested the 
waters and apparently did not get sufficient support from 
the European NATO governments. But the latest cam- , 

, paign against Libya was useful at home to influence public 
·opinion in favor of U.S. military force ~gainst foreign 
peoples. 

On the Hysteria Over "Chemical ~eapons" 

The White House justified its recent milita.ry t:l}reats 
against Libya with the claim that the Lipyans are building 
a chemical weapons plant. ' 

The U.S. pointi~g the finger at Libya civer chemical 
weapons is the height of hypocrisy. The U.S. has one of 
the biggest chemical warfare arsenals in the world today. 

We 'don't know if the Libyans are building a chemical 
'weapons plant. The U.S. evidence for this claim is pretty 
thin. All they show is that Libya is building a chemical or 

" pharmaceutical factory. 
I 
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It'is true that a majOl; modern chemical factory can be No ,to Imperialism! -
turned into chemical weapons production. Ansi it can'tbe' .' . _ '. \ . _ 
ruled out that Libya may be building up chemical weapons, Howevex; the U.$. face-off with Libya has little to do 
capability. The Qadhafiregime isn't a revolutionary gov- . , . wit:p. chemical weapons. It has more to do with demon
ernment of the people; it's a: military-:based, bourgeois. strating ~ho's gotthe biggest stick in the world todaY. 
nationalist regime. -; While economic' conditions ,for; Libyans' Qadhafi's regime remains linked with world i;rnperialism 
are better than they were under the former monar~hy, the and right now it is trying to· improve its Western ties. It 
Qadhafi regime is despotic and it also has its oWn expari-- has made peace with Western Europe, but the deal has 
sionist interests, especially.in North Africa,. Other not yet,been consummated with Washington.' _ 
militarist, nationalist regimes simil~r\to Libya have used 'George Bush was p'art of tIie Reagap. administration's 
chemical weapons against peoples they wanted. to sub- campaign against Libya, and he has supported the latest 
jugate. The Iraqi use of poison gas against the Kurds is .• ag&resllion. So'hilve the Democrats. Don't think th~t with 
the most recent example. . • Reagan g.one, 'p.S. bullYing abroad will stop. Far from 

If Libya is building a chemical weapons plant, the work-' the\ U.S, turning into a "gentlex; kinder" world powex; U.S. 
ers should condemn it. ·This would be a crime against the i;rnperialisni· remain~ aggressive against the peoples of the 
peoyle, for which the Libyan wQrking people xrtust take- • r'orld. '. . '. • 
the Qadhafi regime to task. . . " . ' . . . . 

" 
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On the Chicago, mayoral primary: 
To' hell with backroom politics for the spoils" of office 

FIGHT THE CAPITALIST OFFENSIVE· 

Reprinted from the Jan. 5 issue of Chicago WolkerS' 
Voice, paper of the MLP-Chicago: 

Mayoral elections are upon us again. For a while, there 
were so many candidates running that the mayoral elec~ 
tions seemed to be the new growth industry for Chicago: 
This campaign has been a cesspool of backroom politics. 
Mayor Sawyer and Tim Evans are accusing Rich Daley of 
using fraudulent petitions in his move to have a non
partisan mayoral ballot (so that he' or one of his cronies 
could be elected more easily). Daley's office is avoiding 

, any thorough investigation of the petitions. Timothy 
Evans has pulled out of the Democratic primary so that he 
will not have to face both Eugene SaWyer and Richard 
Daley at the same time. Meanwhile Evans.. and Sawyer 
argue over who is the real Harold Washington heir. ' 

It's hard to find any discussion about the issues that 
concern the working people in Chicago: There is little 
difference on the issues between Daley; Sawyex; Evans or 
Soliz. The candidates' discussions center on who is going 
to get what percentage of the vote ill various communities 
(trying to .split, the white, Black and Latino communitie~ 

. among themselves). There is an issue behind all this 
hoopla. It is--who is going to get their friends into lucra
tive jobs? Who will get their crorues lucrative city con-. 
tracts? The working class is being treated to a spectcicle 
of fighting over the spoils of office. 

Occasionally some candidates merition the very real 
problems of education, homelessness, infant mortality or 
AIDs. But this is only to blow smoke in the eyes of the 
masses. None of them have any real program to deal 
with these problems. . 

There are real issues facing working people. We need 
to fight the capitalist offensive against the working class. 
Fot,the last eight years this offensive has gone under the 

. banner of Reaganism. It will continue under Reagan's 
right-hand man George Bush. 

, What has this offensive mea,nt? It has meant hard 
times. Real wages are falling. Factories are closing down 
right and left. Social welfare benefits (n(!ver very great) 
have been cut and cut some more. In' the Chicago area, 
Campbell's Soup Co .. closed last fall. Rheem, . Stewart
Wamex; GM are threatening to close. There are almost 
40,000 homeless in Chicago. Meanwhile/Reagan says that 
people sleep out in the cold because they want to. 

Education and health care are deteriorating., It is no 
secret that the situation iiJ. the Chicago, public schools is 
atrocious. St. Anne's. Provident, Henrotin,and Chicago 
Center hospitals have all closed' in the last few years. 

Changes in federal Medicare payments mean that more 
inner-city hospitals will close. . 

Racism is on the rise with official encouragement from' 
Reaganism. The U.S. government has -given money to 
private segregationist academies. It is officially approving 
the ending of affirmative action. Chicago is one of the 
mOllt segregated major·U.S.cities. In Chicago racist gangs 
and racist police' attacks flourish. Segregated neighbor
hoods' are maintained by terror attacks. In Uptown, 
Mount Greenwood, Melrose Park and other neighborhoods, 
racist gangs have attacked Blacks, Latinos and other 
minorities.' .-
, There is an anti-immigrant offensive. A year arid a half 

ago'the Simpson-~odino law yvent into effect. Low wages, 
back breaking work and even further deterioration of 

. conditions for the immigrant has been, the result. EVen 
government reports admit that job discrimination and 
other forms of racism are growing ag'ainst anyone who 
looks Hforeign", especially Hispanics. I 

Imperialist exploitation and aggression continues against 
the working masses of other countries. In El SalvadoX;Nic
aragua, the Persian Gulf, and South Africa, U.S. imperial
ism backs up the most reactionazy regimes. It exploits the 
working masses of those countries and threatens them 
with aggression, while it squeezes the working class in the . 
U$. for more taxes and soldiers for its ~y. . 
. There has been struggle, against this capitalist offensive. 

There have been demo~strations against Simpson-Rodino 
and deportation raids. Protests against racist attacks and 
racist gangs like the KKK and skiIiheads have been' held in 
Chicago, ~d other cities. ' Last summex; in Perth Amboy; 
N.J. the masses fought the police 'as they took to the 
streets to pr?test the police murder of a young Litino 
worker. Strikes, protests against plant closings, and dem
onstrations demanding housing for the homeless have 
taken' place in some cities. This kind of movement is 
what needs to be organized more widely and made strong
er. 

None of the candidates in the electid~ are for such a 
fight. The Republicans certainly are not, nor are the 
Democrats. One of the candidates'in the Repu.blican 
primary; Arthur Jones, is actually a member of the Amer
ican Nazi Party!! And what about Richard Daley; who is 
the son of the late Mayor Daley. His father was notorious 
for racism in city hiring and for the attacks against Mar-

. tin Luther King's demonstrations again~t segregation. Fol
lowing in his fathers' footsteps, Richard Daley wants to get 
rid of affirmative action in city hiring. Eugene Sawyer 
maneuvered with Alderman Burke and other forces of the 
old racist Daley machine :in order to get elected acting 
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mayor. It is the S'awyer-appointed head of the CRA [Chi
cago Housing Authority] board who is carrying out mas
sive' police raids and harassment of CHA residents. 
Alderman Soliz's history of wheeling-dealing and switch
ing alliances is amazing even by Chicago standards. His 
answer to raising money for the city budget is to legalize 
gambling on Navy Pier. AldeIman Evans, now running as 
an independent, is trying to cloak himself in the IIi'4ltle of 
reform without having any reform prograIIi. 

It isn't strange that these candidat~s. have no' plan to 
fight the serious problems facing the masses. ' Sometimes 
the Chicago Democratic party may seem unique in its 
bankruptcy. However, it is right in line with national 
Democratic Party politics. The Democratic Party as a 
whole is for Reaganism. In fact, this Party is just the 
other' face of Reaganism. The Democratic-controlled Con-

./ 

gress has .,voted for Reagan's cuts in social programs. It 
voted for' aid to the contras. It passed the Simpson
Rodino law. 

We can have no faith in the Democratic or Republican 
Parties. We need struggle and organization to fight 
against the rich Reaganite offensive. We have no need for 
the bourgeois politicians and their backroom deals. We 
need to end the rule of the capitalists and their politicians. 
We workers and poor should control the natural resources, 
the factories, banks, and government. Then we can make 
'these things serve the interests of the workers and pOOl; 
and not the interests of the rich. To put an end once and 
for all to the wars, unemployment, homelessness, illiteracy 
and poverty that hangs over the workers and the poor in 
the' U.S., we need Socialism. . • 
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. Why we are picketing today: 

REINSTATE ROYAL OAK MAIL CARRIER MARK MITCHELL!· 
NO TO MANAGEMENT HARASSMENT! 

On Feb. 8, o~e of the coldest days in the year, a picket 
was held in front of the Fort Street General Mail Facility; 
which is the divisional headquarters for the Detroit metro . 
an~a, including Royal Oak. The following appeal is from 
th~ Feb. 8 issue of Detroit Workers' Voice, paper of the 
MLP-Detroit. This issue also contained the article "What 
is the Detroit Workers' Voice?" . 

Management harassment and abuse--nearly every post
al worker has felt it. 

But one young, black letter carrier; by the name of 
Mark Mitchell, has felt the whip of management harass
ment especially fiercely. 

In late October; a despised 204B named Dave Lerner 
was put in charge of Mark's unit at the Royal Oak Post 
Office. Lerner singled out Mark and a few other carriers 
for particular harassment. On October 25 Mark had had 
his fill of this abuse. He attempted to leave the station. 
Lerner grabbed him. tv1ark defended himself. 

For this Mark was severely punished. He Was first 
suspended, then terminated in December. He was charged 
with felonious assault. If convicted, he could face up to 
four years in prison. 

But Lerner has been rewarded. Almost continuously 
since the incident Lerner has enjoyed the position of 
afternoon supervisor at Royal Oak. 

These facts show that USPS [U.S. Postal Service] 
management endorses Lerner's methods. They are un
moved by the mountains of grievances. against Lerner 
which had accumulated for months at Royal Oak, Madison 
Heights and Rochester. Grievances which document his 
crimes, including sexual harassment, against letter carriers .. 
Why is management unmoved? Because harassment is 

one of their methods to drive the workers to work harder 
and faster; to create more profits for this so-called' "serV
ice" agency. 

But postal workers in the metro Detroit area have taken 
Mark's cause to heart. They see that his . fight is their 
fight, that the defense of Mark against harassment is the , 
defense of all postal workers against harassment. 

Much has been done so far: Carriers wrote statements 
exposing Lerner's treatment of the workers. They signed 
petitions holding management responsible for the entire 
incident. They have several times raised money to· help 
mark, who is without a job. . 

And' more: Detroit Workers' Voice publicized Mark's 
story and spread it to facilities across the metro area. 
Then workers passed it on to their friends and relatives at 
other facilities. DWV . distributed buttons at Royal Oak 
d~laring: "No to Harassment! Reinstate Mark Mitchell!" 

'A number of carriers boldly wore them in the office. 
Then the buttons also spread--from Royal Oak to Madison 
Hts., Rochester and Birmingham, to Detroit stations and 
the· Bulk Mail Center. And now workers at various facil- . 
ities are circulating petitions of support for Mark, demand
ing his reinstatement. 

This fight must· continue and build. Today we are 
picketing at Detroit Division headquarters in support of 
Mark. Take the word of his struggle· to your co-workers 
and friends. Circulate the petitions and wear the buttons. 

Come support Mark at his trial on Tuesday; \Feb. 21, 
8:30 a:m., at the Oakland County Courthouse, 1200 N •. 
Telegraph Rd., Pontiac. (Judge Hilda Gage) 

Great strength lies in the workers' solidarity and joint 
. acnon. We must continue the struggle till Mark is 

reinstated. A victory for Mark will be a victory for all 
postal workers! • 
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At the Fort Street General Mail Facility in Detroit: 
IICASUALS" FIGHT HARASSMENT, 

WITH SUPPORT FROM CAREER EMPLOYEES 

From the Jan. 26 issue of Detroit Workers' Voice, paper 
of the MLP-Detroit: 

NTEs (casuals) in the OCR dept. at the Fort St. GMF 
are being subjected to increased abuse by postal manage
ment. But they aren'f taking it quietly. Recently, they 
protested as a group and compelled management to call 
a special service meeting with them. So far; management 
has continually delayed the meeting, hoping to weaken the 
NTEs' determination. . 

One of management's outrages against the NTEs has to 
do with starting time. The NTEs are scheduled to ·report 
to work at 3:30 p.m., then frequently ordered to sit in the 
break area until 5 p.m. without pay. . The later ending 
time at 1:30/2:00 a.m. means w31ting on the streets for 
buses even later into the night and also interferes with the 
schedules of those who have. school the next day. Due/to 
the NTEs' mass opposition, management has had to cut 
down this practice. 

Of late, mandatory overtime is often being assigned at 

. the· end of the day. But the NTEs will not tolerate this 
. abuse and many punch out· anyway. . 

. The stepped-up production· drive currently going on in 
the OCR dept. is being accompanied by an increase in 
harassment; Supervisors have been given the go-ahead to 
harangue workers while on the job. The NTEs are more 
readily singled out since they have no official rights. 

The NTEs' struggle against this mistreatment is entirely 
just. 
/ The fight of the NTEs is being backed up by career em-

. ployees in the OCR dept. who are themselves no strangers 
to managements harassment and overwork.. Career em
ployees are circulating. a petition to support the NTEs' 
struggle. Solidarity between career employees and NTEs 
is an important development. The Post Office tries to split 
them up, in order to best exploit them, . To fight back, 
workers have to unite. 

The Detroit Workers' Voice supports the protest of the 
NTEs against harassment and worsening working condi
tions and encourages· all postal workers to stand united in 
support of the struggle of the NTEs. • 
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NO TO SPEEDUP AND JOB COMBINATION AT .SWINGLINE! 
- ' 

RepriI1ted from the Jan. 10 issue of New York Workers' 
Voice, paper of the MLP-New York, which also contained 
the article "No to U.S. warmongering a~t Libyar: 

With the change to new owners CAcco} at Swingline, 
the brutal exploitation suffered by the workers at the 
hands of,the compa~y has not shown any signs ofabat
ing. bn the contrary; 'we see that the n~w owners are ap~ 

· plying themselves quite intently in. stepping ,up this 
criminal exploitation. Production quotas at the assembly 
lines are hellish. Line 711, for example, used to· make 
1,800 to 1,900 machines per day until recently. N~w the 
superVisors are demanding a production of 2,:W-0 between 
9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. , . 

In order to maintain this fiendish JlFoduction . rate, 
.managem'enthas been introducing '.'innovations". One of . 
them is job combinations. A worker is D!?longer respon
sible for only one job. If before he or she used to place 
springs in the machines, now rlley have to put glue and 
a coating besides the spring. In Packing, people are doing' 
two jobs instead of one. In Assembly, there are lines 
where even three jobs are assigned to a single worker. 

, These bourgeois "advances" have been accompanied by 
an increase in repression against the workers. Obviously 
the workers are not about to kill themselves so that the 
bosses may line their pockets with gold .. The newproduc
tion rat~s have already had bloodY'consequences: a 

· woman worker cut her finger when she was forced to do 
· two jobs. Workers' are threatened with suspep.sion if they 

don't fulfill production quotas. They are given 'written 
warnings. They are shouted at. The supervisors land 
foremen, management's running dogs, have become ex
tremely arrogant. " 

But the wonders of the bourgeois world do not end 
here. Technology, always in the s~r:Vice bf "progress" in 
capitalist society, has not forgotten Swingline.·Now the> 
company has been introducing robots in the assembly 
lines. At least three lines have been closed down to be 

replaced by these new machines. 
. This technology, instead of being utilized to, ease and 
, lighten the job of the workex; goes hand in hand with an 
. intensification of work and repression against the worked. 
And that is not all., Many workers have been forced to 
withdraw from the company thanks to a dirty trick on the 
part of management: people who had been hired t6 work 
day shlftsare transferred! to nights. This way Swingline 

. forces a number of people to leave theirjobs without it-
self having to pay any unemployment, while at the same 
ti.J:r{e it gets rid of what it considers superfluous workforce 
which has now been replaced by new machines:. 

Reagan claims that his government, has bro~ght about 
an "unprecedented economic recovery;" that there is "great 
pro$perity .in, America." Where is this prosperitY for 
Swingline workers? It is a farce. A lie. ReagaJ,l's pros
peritY has been a shower of gold for the rich. But for the 
workers it has meant speedups, job combinations, repres-

:'s10n and dangerous working·conditions. This is capital-
ism:, '.' \ . 

The frustration, indignation and anger felt' bySwingline 
workers is not something isolated or peculiar. Workers in 
transit, the postal service, auto, steel, in factories far and 
wide across the country; are feeling this same anger and 

. hate against exploitation, against th~ abuses commit):ed by 
, the' capitalists. The day will come when this indignation 
shall explode'in a great torrent of struggle which will wipe' 
this capitalist system. of exploitation off the face of th_e 
earth 'and will establish the rule of the workers, socialism. 

Swingline. workers are tired of the abuses at the factory. 
But, what can be. done to change this situation? Cer
tainly the sell-out trade union "leaders" of Local 808, so 
used to belly-crawling before management, are not any 
help. It is on our own mass action and our Own inde
pendent' organization that we workers must rely upon. 
We must unite with our fellow workers in the' various 
production lines in order to organize our resistance. We 
must discuss the possibility of organizing slow-downs or 
other forms of opposing the attacks of the company. • 

\ . 
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STUDY PLAN ON THE MARXIST-LENINIST IDEA OF SOCIALISM 
(PART ONE) 

The speeches on socialism at the Third Congress of the 
MLp,USA referred to the party-wide study program on the 
Marxist-Leninist principles of soCialism.. Below we 
reproduce the syllabus of study followed in the first part 
of this study. The numbering does not reflect the leng1:h 
of study; .with most divisions requiring a number of stu~y 
sessions. 

1) From the Communist Manifesto by Marx and Engels: 
. Ch. II: "Proletarians and Communists" 

Ch. III: "Socialist and--Communist Literature" 

2) From Engels' Socialism: 'Utopian and Scientific 
Ch.1ll 

3) On the Paris Commune 
From/Marx's The Civil War in France' 

. The i.il.troduction by Engels . 
The first and second address of the General.Coun

dl of the International Working Men's Association on the 
Franco-Prussian War 

The address of the General Council "The Civil War 
in France" 

Additional reference material: 
Lenin's Sci.te· and Revolution, in particular Ch. III . 

and Ch. IV Sec. 5, which discuss the views of' Marx and 
Engels on the Commune. 

Some historical notes based on material from 
Frank Jellinek's book The Paris Commune ?f 1871.' 

4) Marx's Critique of the Gotha Program 
And Lenin's State and Revolution Ch. V, which 

elaborates on Marx's Critique. 

5) On transitional measures and the October 1917 social
ist revolution 

Lenin's Can ·the Bolsheviks Retain.StatePower?, 
end of September-October 1917 

Also suggested, Lenin's The JmpendiI}g Catastrophe 
and How to Combat It, September 1917 

6) From the immediate post-October period 
Three articles by Lenin. 

The Immediate Tasks of. the Soviet GQvernment, . 
March-April 1918' . 

Economics and Politics ill. the Era of the Dictator
ship of the Proletariat, October 30, 1919 

A Great Beginning, July 1919 

'. . 
· 7) Lenin's views on the revision of the Bolshevik Party 
program . 

\ Preface to the pamphlet "Materials relating to the 
revision of the partyprogram-, April-May; 1917. This was 

· written between the February and October revolutions. 
'. Report on the .review of the program and on 

changing the name of the party, March 1918 .. It was 
delivered at the Seventh PartY Congress. It deals, am~ng 
other things, with the controversy with Bukharin over how 
to describe capitalism during the period of imperialism. 

Resolution on changing the name of the party and 
the party program, . which- was adopted by the Seventh 

. Congress of the RCP(B), March 1918 
Proposal regarding the revision of the program of 

the/party at the Seventh Congress, March 1918 
. Rough draft of the program of the R.C.P., March 

1919 
RePort on the party program, March 1919, which 

· is a report to the Eighth Congress of the Russian Com
-munist Party (Bolsheviks). Among other things, it goes 
into the controversies with Bukharin on imperialism and 
self-determination. 

Speech closing the debate on the party program, 
which was the reply to the discussion at the eighth con
gress, March 1919. 

8) The Program of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshe
viks) adopted by the Eighth Congress in 1919 during the 
period of "war communism". 

A possiblesupplementaty work on the RCP(B)'s 
.1919 program is The ABC's of Communism, by Bukharin 
and Preobrazhensky. This is a commentary on the 1919 
program. It was used by the Bolshevik party; after the new 
. progrClm Was released, as a means for mass public educa
tion on the program. : While there appear to be some 
traces of the particular views of Bukharin, in the main it 
seems to be based' pn the party's program and not Buk
harin'sand Preobrazhensky's opinions. • 
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING THE SPEECH ON 
THE STAGE OF THE PARTY'S WORK ON' SOCIALISM 

From the Third Congress of the MLP,USA 
Fall 1988 

Below is a partial summary of . the discussion at the 
Congress following the speech on the stage of work on so
dalism (see "It Falls to the Communist Party to Deepen 
and. Extend Socialist Consciousness" in the Dec. 20 issue 
of the Supplement for,part of this speech itself). This dis
cussionmainly r:aised various additional or supplemental 
issues. Statements on ~e same subject have been placed ' 
together. As well, statements have been edited or, some
times, summarized. This is not just for clarity and brevity, 
but also because the transcription apparatus at the Con
gress was, unfortunately" quite. unsatisfactory, especially 
for statements from the floor, and there were gaps in the 
record of most statements, some of which were almost en
tirely lost. Nevertheless, we did our best to preserve the 
original meaning. We extend our apologies in advance to 
any· comrade whose remarks ·end up presented incom-
pletely or inaccurately. ' 

As well, it' can be borne in mind that comrades speaf~ 
ingdj.dnot; :have th~. opportunity to rewrite ~ir,~state
ments for the better comprehension of a broad audience, 
or to do further work to refine the presentati<¥1.;, The 
value of summary of the discussion is, therefore, not in, 
well-considered·formulations, but in outlining further areas 
of interest and imrestigation. Certain internal· Pcqty. is~u.es . 
have been omitted in this summary. .' ' "; .: 

The,di~~ussion was chaired by two comrades, the com
rade who ,·gave the speech (ChI) and another comrade' 
(Ch2). Comments and questions from the floor are 
denoted (Fl). 

On the Albanian critique of 
I . ~oviet revisionist state capitalism 

Fl: You .mentioned that the Chinese and Albanian 
critiq~e ~f So~et-style state monopoly capitalism was 
flawed, Is, -it possible for you to tell us what are some the 
major flaws we're looking into? 

ChI: There are two issues. 
One of the central features of the Chinese and Albanian 

critiques of state capitalism in the USSR is that ostensibly 
there was a Khrushchov coup in the mid-50's, actually the ' 
'57 or '56-'57 period .. And this coup was put forward as 
the dramatic change from socialism to capitalism. 

As well, they tend to focus on various features of intro-, 
dueing market forms and extending the realm of private 
property;,. for instance, the sale of the machine and tractor 
stations to the collective farms, the reorganization of the 
industrial ministries, and things like that, which are in the 

realm of the type of market socialist reforms that Gor
bachev is . also currently talI?ng about., But state capital-· 
ism isn't necessarily just a question of the introduction of 
market features. They tend to place a great deal of stress 
on private forms of private, or near~private, forms of 
property as the crucial line of differentiation. 

Ch2: Although overemphasizing the question of the 
private forms, as the comrade pointed out, the Albanians 
made an attempt to deal with state monopoly capitalism. 
But when we' put together their main articles on the sub
jectin [the March 1982 issue of] Proletarianlntemational
ism, and as we studied it, certain weaknesses appeared. 
Yes, they say there is such a thing as state monopoly cap
italism, and that if you have state monopoly. capitalism, 
the bureaucrats exploit the wealth from the workers. But 
what they had a hard time doing is distinguishing state 
monopoly 'capitalism from socialist state- owned industry. 
H()w is that distinguished from state monopoly 'capitalism? 
That is what they're actually rel\l.tively weak. on. They 
give a whole series of general phrases on this! but when 
one tries to get more concrete' and go behind ,the' general 
phrases, there is no elaboration. 

FI: It seems to me that we also somewhat lack a fully 
fleshed-out analysis of how state monopoly capitalism dif
fers from socialism. Sometimes in. the articles in the 
Workers' Advocate,' it might say "w.~rkers' struggle~" in 
Eastern Europe", where we're dealing. with the fa.ct; that 
obviously workers are coming up against ,the state. We 
just say that this shows that Poland, Hungary, fill in the 
blank, is not a socialist country, but is a state ,monopoly 
capitalist country. Just like that. So it just leaves it kind 
of hanging. ' 

Chi: We do have a general analysis of state capitalist 
countries. As well, some of the countries in Eastern 
Europe are somewhat easier to deal with, in the sense that 
they've actually been pretty much mixed economy-type 
countries for a whole period of time. What Gorbachev is 
trying to do in the Soviet Union today has long been done 
in places like Hungary, even Poland. 

. So we do have a general idea of what we consider state 
I capitalism --. a country where, despite the means of, 

production, distribution and so forth being owned, or 
largely owned, by the state, there is a class of rich bur
eaucrats and managers and so forth functioning as a ruling 
class, living off of the labor, exPloited labor, of the work
ing masses. 

What we don't have is a fully fleshed out analysis of 
how this whole situation works, as well as distinguishing 
it from the situation for instance in the mid-30s, -which 
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we'll get to in a separate speech. The. point of the speech 
was that there is an issue of developing further the theory 
on this front. It wasn't to say that we already have a 
fleshed out; complete theory \ind analysis of revisionist 
state capitalism. That is something we face. " t 

Today state capitalism is obviously in acute crisis, and 
one can point to the big fat managers and bureaucrats in 
the Soviet Union; at the same time there's a lot of promo
tion that East Germany is allegedly an "efficient socialist 
country", and that it has planning and nationalized 
property and so forth. The Spartacist League writes long, 
long articles promoting East Germany as the model of 
where planned economy works today in a "deformed 
workers' state". The SWP promotes Castro and his speech 

. of July 26, where he claims he will not follow the Gor
bachev model, and says that they made an experiment 
with private farmers and decided that this just creates cap
italism. So· state capitalist models are promoted, and they 
do need to be refuted, and we do need to develop the a
nalysis of those things beyond what we have. 

PI: [The comrade referred to the recognition of the 
issue of revisionist state capitalism by the Albanians and 
the Chinese and went on:] I assume that you have some 
facts, some indications, some other indications why that 
is state capitalism. However, when the comrade gave the . 
presentation· on the question of the concept of socialism, 
I believe that what was said was not different from what 
Enver Hoxha says about state capitalism and revisionism. 

, .' 

ChI: The point was not a dispute over definitions. The 
point' was how do you analyze a state ,capitalist societY: 
The Albanians have actually said more than [just that it is 
private market relations]. In Enver Hoxha's writings and 
the Alba:qian articles, yOl,l can find things saying just that, 
but you can also find other things. But it's left at 'that 
level [i.e. at the level of general assertions]. And then 
when you look at their analysis, you see certain inade- . 
quacies and flaws. ' 

One flaw, for instance, is trying to make the case that 
there is this coup, and then after the coup it's a group of 
capitalists that comes to. power. . But, these are the same 
capitalists as before, under Stalin, and they weren't al-

. legedly state capitalists then. . But the same bureaucracy 
which existed under Stalin now becomes a capitalist ruling' 
class. It is very hard to make that distinction, that this 
coup is the distinction between state capitalism and social
ism. That a whole society, a whole ruling class, minus 
Stalin, Malenkov and Molotov, is state capitalism, and 
with those guys it's socialism. 

There is the question of revisionism. If Khrushchov said 
something, it's revisioriism. But when Stalin said the same 
thing, it's not [according to the Albanian analysis]. This 
is linked up with the Khrushchov coup theory. 

On the other hand [the Albanian analysis] also has this 
other phenomenon of [focusing on the development of the 
private sector] as the definition. 

So that dispute was not over the general definition of 
the features of state capitalist society, but over the analy
sis. 

ch2: The Albanian defini,tion; the Albanian discussion 
[of revisionist state capitalism] is; I think, superior to the 
Chinese. It gives various general features. But when one 
looks at it concretely, and tries to question it very deeply, 
one. finds it doesn't give [an elaboration of these features], 
and it ,falls back on the things the comrad~ pointed out. 

So one doesn't find that there is this one great flaw [in 
the Albanian analysis]. It isn't that way. But then one 
goes much more closely into the subject. They say state 
capitalism has exploitation and so forth, but why is the 
Soviet system state capitalism? Tha.t'swhere they're a 
little bit shaky on giving concrete backing to' their gener-
al arguments. . 

What's going on inside Albania? 

PI: The speech outlined a comprehensive theoretical 
work on socialism which represents a big advance over 
Second Congress, a big step in' filling in the holes. The 
speech points out that it's an important thing whether 
there's a socialist country in the world, but We're not 
basing our whole orientation on whether there is a social
ist country. 

At the' same. time, we do, among the theoretical ques
tions and practical questions, among the questions' of 
agitation,' still have one irritating one. We have a reso
lution in the documents of the Second Congress hailing 
and supporting socialism in Albania; and we/also have a 
distinct lack of enthusiasm about it presen#y' . 

chI: . There's a paragraph on the subject in the reso
lution on the internaticinal movement, which,will be ina 
later speech. .' . 

But in any case, in general terms -- sooner' or later I 
think we have to settle the question of Albania. My per
sonal view is that theoretical work on the history of the 
Soviet Union is actually going to be crucial for this along 
with examination of the actual situation in Albania. Those 
two things together will end up settling the question of 
Albania. . 

At the moment we do know that there is nothing rev
olutionary in its foreign, international policy, and that's 
the thing we actually agitate on. And we also know that 
internally'a process of degeneration is taking place. Ex
actly how fat along in that process it is, we don't know; 
and a lack of actual factual information on Albania is a 
big factor. 

PI: [Raises that it was mentioned that there is 
degeneration inside Albania. Apparently asks about the 
concrete features of this degeneration.] . 

PI: Over the years there's been a lot of talk in our 
literature. We've discussed before that the campaigns for 



the internalrevolutionization of society simply are no 
longer discussed in Albania. We don't have the full facts' 
that they don't exist, but actually we do have some facts. 
Some of· our friends from Sweden have gone" there and 
reported to us that these campaigns have in fact disap
peared. They've asked the Albanians about them, and got-
ten very unsatisfactory answers. . 

,The rotation of cad1:e has either stopped, or is no long
er discussed. The question of combining higher education 
With physical labor has stopped. And a whole series of 
things like that. I would stress that a complete study of 
this has not been done, we have not been focusing our at
tention on/Aib~nia. ' Our Party has limited forces, and it: 
can on:ly ' concentrate on so many things at once. 

We have general outlines of what's happening, and we 
will get to this issue: I have read in Albania Today vari
ous striking things I about the dange+, of the concept of 
equalization in relation to certain specialists, in regard to " 
artistic work. A1,1d the need to reward people adequately 
for their artistic contributions. And other things .. These 
are to me cle"ar signs of the further creation of a bourgeois 
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model today;, but to raise various lessons that' can be 
learned frOIn its history.] ... Albania not as model, but to 
bring out a whole, process 't;iling place after the revolu-
tion,to bring the workixlg class forward. . " 

I don't think we can separate the economic structUres 
set. up and the political structures, set up, because the 
question that comes up both itt my mind a~d .. in dis~us
sions with workers is: "What is socialism? What 'is it 
you want?" 

In respect to that, and with, respect to the Soviet 
union, the question cqmes up: "Well, how do you stop 
that? Is it inevitable?" I thiIik in elaboratitig that yqu d~ 
have to hit at the point we make about" economics; and 
how you organize the working class to maintain control. 
How one goes go about ~etting up workers' control is very 
important.' , ' 

FI: [This comrade gave some examples of what the 
Western press is saying about developments inside Albania, 
pointing ou~ that "the source is not particularly reliable. oJ 

intellectual stratum, which is one of the main dangers in Fl: I believe that in the past, when Albania was follow-
the process leading to restoration of capitalism. ing a revolutionary proletarian internationalist line in for-

I 1hinkwe're on very firm ground saying that there is eign policy; itwas a credit to the Party in promoting Al-
an internal process of bureaucratization, internal sclerosis. bania as socialist,. a fine example of proletarian inter-
Even take the accQunts of the pro- Albania parties. One nationalism. Unfortunately that is not the case today. We 
of them, for example, has an office in Albania, and its have a regime that's supporting this Khomeini regime, 
people there report they're shocked that on May Day there that's anti-working class, there are so many exampies, 
is no mass mobilization on May First, or on any day in Al- which the I>arty has given. [The examples of Albanians 
bania, a~ong the workers. And the level of political stands on Gre!,!ce is given,and the" Visit of neo~fa~cist 

" education in Albania, as far as m~ss education,is nodif- , Strauss of Gennanyt6 Albania.] . 
ferent than the literature we see from abroad. So for ex- I believe thai Alp,ania isso"cialist right now. I believe 
ample) themain source of news in Albania for the Alban- that it's soclalisttec)IDically. :But"topro~ote Albania; even 
ian worker is :the Italian news broadcasts -- that's the cap- ~aying here is the l;>eacon of socialism, I believe would he 
italist Italian news broadcasts. Plus' the Albanian, news wrong. It is not. It is not. Bec~use it is ~possible for a 
reports, which are equivalent to what we see in ATA. It is regime that is a splehdid example of socialism to have a 
not a class training that takes place in Albania. counterrevolutionary; anti~working dass foreign policy. It 

l could go on .. We have definite, firm ground fOJ: our is impossible. ' 
belief that the general political situation is quite had. Now we have e;posed the Soviet Vnion beautifully after 

the Seventh Con&J:essof the Communist Interoational as 
F~: [Raised the issue of dealing with Albania, with" following a revisionist line. NoW-there;;; a connection he':: 

respect to "the sympathizers of pro-Albanian groups and: ,tween .whE!D the Sovi~t Uilion bt:ca~e state capitalist a~d 
such questions. Also went on to say:] I think it's impo,r': ,the revisionist foreign policy line of the Seventh Con&r~ss; 
tant to ~'ay; when people ask. about so<;ialism' today; there has to be a connection there. And' that is not to 
whether there's a model. My opinion is there's not, there say that at the moment of the" Seyenth Interoational, at 
is no model today. the moment of the signing of this revisioJ;11st line, th'at the 

.pI: [Among other things, there was discussion from 
several comrades of the" dissemination of various materials 
to show the nature of what is going on in Albania'today. 
We omit this discussion. It dealt briefly with dissemina
tion 'of materials and analysis, that the PartJ" has 
developed.] 

FI: A couple of points about elaborating agitation and 
propaganda that's pro-socialism. [The cOD1~ade apparently 
sai~ that we deal with Albania not to' .present it as a 

~oviet Union was no longer socilllist, that it was now state 
capitalist. That's a question that's ver;y 'difficult i~ test 
:without discussing thee' question of the' Soviet Union inter': 
nally at. that time~ . " '" 

But would we have promoted :the Soviet Union and its 
bureaucratic degeneratioJ;1,: eve~ iiit w~re socici.\ist, woul~ 
we want, to promote the Soviet Union in its state of bur
eaucratic degeneration, when it was fol~owing a revision
ist foreign policy; 'asci. splendid' example of socialisnt?, 

But we can be proud' of the Bolshevik revolution. We 
can be proud of the party of Lenin. We can be proud' of 
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. . I, 

the acc.0lnplishments of the Soviet Union when it was so-
cialist.· ... We can give exainpl~s: That doesn't mean 
we're going to copy-cat everything the Bolsheviks did. 

ChI: Comrade, I think nobody' in this Congres's has 
suggested raising Albania as a splendid example, so I don't 
think .' it's necessary' to speak against something that 
nobody'in the Party is raising.' 

Ch2: The detailed ',study or Albanja isn't what is 
need~d immediately. My personal opinion is that Albania 
is going'through a process of sclero'sis.That is what the 
other comrade sai~, and it seems to me these processes 
can'last a long time. Now without the study one doesn't 
know for sUre, maybe the process is over, but it's not un
believable it could last a long time:' . . 

So the issues are (a:) ·Do we . promote Albania as a 
model of socialism? No, we don't. And (b) Is it in a 
process of sclerosis?: And a general idea of what the nega
tive tendencies are --that's whatwe need. Exactly how 
far it's gone isn't that much of a priority at this time .. If 
one wanted toknowexactJ.y how far it's gone, that woUld 
require a detailed study. I don't think we can do that now. 
But we can circulate information concerning this process, 
,and we have done a few articles in our press occasionally 
on particular atrocities in the Albanian press, on Greece, 
on Ethiopia. We have actually done these fuings~ 

On the foreign debt and so.cialism 
, . 

Fl: You hear a lot about'the international debt crisis. 
And in almostevfiry capitalist country, whether they call 
themselves capitalist or socialist, 'the fact is they stayin
deb ted to imperialism: I have wondered if it's correct to 
say, or for comrades ·t6 say,tbat 'the· indebtedness Of a 
country to imperialism is'''a' criterion of-whether it's capi-
talist. . . 

ChI: Indebtedness to the capitalist baIl.kers and govern
ments definitely squeezes you artd cuts into your inde
pendence .. For a socialist country to go' heavily into debt 
would put you atthe mercy of thew-orld's bankers -- I . 
don't thinkthei:e would be any'dispute over that. I woUld 
hesitate to draw a judgment that whether or not you're in 
debt determines whether or not you're socialist or capital
ist. In the sense that, a country could very well not be in 
debt, like if it's a somewhat powerfulcapitcilist country -
a country like Iran, which has a lot of oil wealth. But at 
the same time, that wouldn't determine its social system 
~- it does provide it with a certain room of independence 
in foreign relations that certain other countries under a 
great burden of debt wouldn't have. 

For instance, the fact that Albania doesn't have debts is 
something that does allow Albania to stand out;ide the 
capitalist blocs and not be dragged along by some capital
istpower or power bloc. But at the same time, ,that itself 
would not 'determine whether a country would be social-
ist or capitalist. . 

FI: For a long time we said that one of the indications 
of Albania's' socialist nature was the lack of any foreign 
debt: On the other hand, the Soviet Union during the best 
period was looking for [certain foreign "concessions". or in
vestments] to help it build. But this was socialism they 
were building. 'They had to make certain compromises, 
certain sacrifices--one step backward, two steps forward. 

Isn.'t the main question here ownership of the means of 
produ'ction? [As opposed to debt as an accident of the su-
perstructure.] , , 

,ChI: You can't use debts, or lack of debt, as a defini-
, tion of socialism. We used to use the fact ·that Albania 

was free of debt to promote it. There's a certain point to 
promoting 'that if a country is free .of debt, it allows it 
mu<;~: Wider ability to be independent of imperialism and 
the capitalists. ' 

'But the problem with the Albanians is they tried to 
make it a principle. Whether you accepted credits was the 
dividing line. One can't quite find this principle, especially 

· if you read various of the concessions [investments from . 
other countriesJthat Leniri and the Bolsheviks were con-

· sidering allowing or even did allow after the 'October rev-
. ,olution. Debt is very much a judgmental issue. The ques

· tio'n is whether or not one recognizes the dangers of it. 
• There is a definite' danger from debt, but debt's 'not the 
· determfuing issue. . 

Ch2: One thing I wanted to raise is that the Albanians 
· came out with this propaganda at a time when there was 
, a big world fuss that you could solve ;ill your problems 
,: with borrowing. And a number of the 'reVisionist" coun
; tries went thiS" route. 

!>oland is one of the dramatic examples. They borrowed 
a huge" amount' of money. And not just· for consumer 

: goods, they borrowed it for factories. Oh, great! They're 
, going to build up their productive facilities, factories, 

And--'they got smashed by it. Factories didn't work right; 
, nothing worked right, and they ended up with a huge 

debt. .. 
A ,whole series of ~ountries went this 'route.' Hungary 

, also now has a huge debt crisis. It financed its alleged, 
gteat prosperity by-simply taking bigger and bigger loans. 

So in'that situation, some country says "Well, we're not 
going to take any debt", and it looks pretty good. But 
they made this into an absolute principle--for all times and 
all places--and that didn't make sense. 

On criticism of social-democratic ·socialism· 

Fl: , I think it's very important to explain what social~ 
ism is and is not, and especially to, deal with the' Soviet 
Union, and I applaud the Party for taking up that cam
paign. But I think there's' another aspect which was not 
dealt with in the speech, which I think should be covered. 
Besides those that have illusions in the Soviet, Union or 
China or whatever, there is another group on the left 



which seems to have quite a bit of influence that will 
agree "Yes, the Seviet Union is net socialist; China is ,not 
secialist." When yeu ask them what then do they think 
socialism is, they point to. the Scandinavian countries such 
as Sweden, or' they point to. Britain. The social
demecrats, the DSA in p,articulCU; are propagating the false 
ideolegy that secialism means Swedish welfare state cap-

• italism; er even private capitalism. So I, think it's neces- , 
sazy that the party; in dealiIJ.g with' the question of, the 
Soviet Unien' and its degenerations, should alSo. tack on a 
discussion ef such countries as Sweden, and England. 

,Ch2: Our party has paid a certain ~eunt ef attentiqn , 
en the questien of Westem state capitalism and welfare~ 
ism. At various times we've stressed the fight against se~ 
cial-demecracy and against the secial-democratic models. 
But this speeCh was concentrating on d~aling with a dif-
ferent subject. " 
, Actually; there is a certain connectien, in ,that a streng- ., 

er criticism of Seviet state capitalism rebounds even more 
en the questien of West,em state capitalism. Now of 
course countries suCh as Sweden actually have 'very big 
private secters; are hardly mainly state capitalist countries. 
Nevertheless the ideology of state capitalism is very strong, 
and it's a very cemmon secial-demecratic conception that' 
these are socialist ceuntries or that the state sector is the 
secialist sector in capitalist countries. I think in general 
the study' of secialism which we're epgaging. in, and, the 
criticism of revisienist state capitalism, Will rebound even 

, more strongly en social- democratic state capitalism.: 
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heart of the question of state capitalism. In that sense, a
nalysis ~d study of the Soviet Union will rebound' on 
these other countries. Sweden is somewhat exceptional, 
but with most of these countries the assue is the state sec
tor being equated to socialism. [The reference to Sweden 
being somewhat ~xceptional was to that, although it has 
much state regulation and it is also, one of the most 
developed welfare states, its actual state sector is fairly 

, small in comparison to other major industrialized powers.] 
, ,The speech raised that there is a front of criticism of re
, visionist and reformist socialism, which shoulda,ctually be 
• taken broadly in the sense of criticizing various bourgeois 
: and pettY-bourgeois concepts. But at this time there is a, 

particular focus that we want to deal, with~ The 
: phenomenon of Gorbachev; and the capitalist campaign 
, around it, has a particular edge to demoralize the work
! ers, and that's why that question somewhat stands out in 
, this period and work needs to be done on it. ' 

, The' question comes up all sorts, of ways. Recently, we ' 
, had to write on the upsurge in Burma. When this upsurge 
: took place, the, U.S. press originally; and repeatedly; 
, argued that this, would be the first case of a socialist coun-
try being overthrown by a mass people-pewer mevement 
for democracy. [The regime hasn't 'fallen yet.] New most 
people in the U.S. may net knew where Bunna is, so. the 

'bourgeeisie counted en a certain amount ef ignorance, 
that some people would say ~well, it must be one of tllose 

, socialist countries." J remember when I was eut leaflet
ting one time, a cop came up to me and said, "Heng Kong 
is a,~ocialist country; and people live in cages there."' And 

: he brought out a picture frem the newspaper of semebody 
Ch1: To add on that: a goed part of seci~st agitation living in a cage in Hong Kong., I said, "Heng ,Kong is a 

in this ceuntry dees have to. refute the welfare~state type ; British colony; it's hardly a secialist country;" but since he 
ef ideas, Which are fairly cemmen and widespread. If.you 'had a gun 1 didn't push the discussion. ' 
ask varieus erdinazy people what socialism is, th~re are ,True, they try to use any example where semeceuntry 
certain cenceptiens that are prevalent. : calls itself socialist. But, forinstance, next deor across the 

One is the welfare-state idea. 'While we're not epposed': border in Bangladesh, pe.opleactuallY think, ,"Bunna might 
to. welfare measures, the idea that this equals socialism is : be secialist." And these things do have an influence in the 
something that we do refute in oUr agitation, and it is "world. So we had to actually refute the idea ef Bunnese 
something that n~eds to be refuted;" , 'socialism in our discussion of Burma" and show that 

As well, there is the idea that socialism means just na- ;Burma Was actually state cap,italist. These othex: models 
tionalizatien of the enterprise,s, which is essentially at the Of socialism de come up, ,and we' de deal with them. • 
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The Trotskyist IIS1"'· backs Soviet revisionist mmtary action 
ag~inst the Jlgreat majority of Afghanistan's' populationll 

TROTSKYISM AND THE BRUTAL TRAMPLING ON AFGHANISTAN 
BY THE TWO SUPERPOWERS 

Trotskyism poses as the great opponent: of Soviet revi
sionism. According to the Trotskyists, one's merit In op
posing revisionism is detelTJ,liried by how hysterical one 
is about "Stalinism", and by seeing "Stalinism" under'evexy 
corner. 

But the concrete examples of trotskyist action shows the , ' 
fraudulent na.ture of this ciaim. Some of the Trotskyite 
groups are open reformists, supporting both pro-Soviet re~ 
visionist forces around the world and the left-wing ,of the 
Democratic Party in the U.S. Other Trotskyist sects, such 
as the "Bolshevik Tendency", take on a more "left~wing" ' 
appearance. But scratch below the surftlce, and their in; 
ability. to, separate from the revisionist and refonriist forces 
also appears. They combine sectarianism' towards and 
denunciations of various· struggles, which along with 
sterile word-chopping is their claim to "left" credentials, 
with reliance on labor bureaucrat and revisionist forces. 

Take one of the "left" Trotskyist group~, ,the 'so~called 
"Bolshevik Teildency", a split 6ff from the Spartacist; 
League. And take the issue of Afghanistan.' ,The winter 
1988-89 issue (No.5) of BTs magazine 1917 carnes big 
,articles oil Afghanistan, mourning ~e departurefroIn,Af
gh~istan of the Soviet revisionist' army:. 

It turns out that BT does not believe in the self-deter-' 
mination of the Afghanistan people. It believes that the 
hideous crimes of Western 'imperialism against Afghan
istan, and of ,the reactionary forces inside Afghanistan sup:' ' 
ported by the CIA and Western imperialism, justifies sup~ 
port for the hideous crimes ,of Russian imperialism. It 
believes that the hideous' crimes that the pro-Westem 
forces are committing, the river of blood they will sub
merge Afghanistan linder, justifies. BT support, for the 
Soviet revisionists putting Afghanistan under a revisionist' 
river of blood. It is totally blind to where the actual rev
olutionary forces in Afghanistan will come from, 

Does this sound like a caricature of their stand? Does 
the reader believe that su<:h open treachery could not ex~ 
ist? Let's see what the BT says in its own words. 

First of all, the BT believes that one can only support 
either one superpower or the other in 'Afghanistan. This 
is how they put it: 

"Since the formation of our political ten~ 
dency, six years ago, 'our polemics with 
other leftists on Afghanistan have revolv
ed around the fundamental question of 

, which way to point the guns--at the un
.,'.~~l'-~Ji!li~~'p~Ju,.t'I",mAA;Yadeell.. or at the 

",'." ," ""1'~0~~?~'~917, No.5, p. 6) 
"As one can see, they do not even admit the possibility " 

of opposing both Russian: imperialism and Western im~ 
perialism. Ever since their formation, in their eyes the 
fundamental 'question on Afghanistan has been which 
superpower to support. They donot even pose the ques
,tion Of, Afghani self':'determination against both super
powers, or of the existence of Afghani revolutionary 
forces. . ' 

They finnly support the Soviet revisionists militarily., 
Not only on Afghanistan. In just about any other blood- , 
le$g as well. They , 

"place them [selves] wiambiguously on the 
same side of the barricades as the Stalinist 
bvreaucracy in any m.iJltary confrontation 
with imperialism." Obid.) 

They say that they , 
"haye always, been careful to distinguish ' 

between militaIy and political support to 
Jhe'Stalinistbureauci:acy." (Ibid., emphasis 
as in the original) 

For theIll,' nulitaIj and political affairs are two separate 
things. They support the bloodlett:ing of the Soviet revi~ 
sionists,' that is their pride and joy, the thing they 
polemicize' in favor of. This is their "military support". 
But they make the absurd claim that they are simul
taneously opposing the politics of the Soviet revisionists. 

Do they get into this quandary because they beli~ve that ' 
the Afghani people. welcome ahd support the Soviet army~ 

N9t at all., They adnrlt th~tthe Afghani people despise 
the Soviet military presep.ce. They write: 
, ,"There is no denying that the great 

",majority of Afghanistail's population sup
ports the jihad againsf the Soviets and 
their allies.· (Ibid., page 3) 

Note carefuliy. They say that the great majority of the 
population despises the Soviet militarY action to the point , 
of being willing to support the savage jihad against it. 
This means that they admit that the Soviet revisionists are 
fighting agains~;he great majority of the population. Of 
anything, BT exaggerates the popularity of the reactionary 
forces, for BT wipes out the existence of forces in Afghan
istan that long t'o be free of both superpowers or' of peas
ant masses trampled on by both the Russian :military and 
the reactionary bands. For BT, all Afghani resistance to 
Soviet revisionism is a question of the CIA-sponsored 
jihad. But here we are studying BT's attitudes" and the 
point is that it is willing to suppor:t a revisionist military 
jackboot over the great majority of the population. And 
the Soviet military presence has been a cruel and bloody 
jackboot indeed.) 



Even rank-and-me Russian soldiers are shaken by the 
idea that the Afghani people oppose their presence. But 
not the BT. No matter. Who cares about national self
determination? oh, it's a fine phrase all right, but in 
practice, the BT points out, it knows better. 

BT argues that it is irrelevant'that the great m<ti~rity 
of Afghani oppose Russian military intervention. It states' 
that, after 'all, it does 

"not choose sides in social conflicts on the 
basis of the relative popularity of the op
posing forces." 

Democracy? National self-determination? This does 
not apply to the Afghani people, according to BT. They 
take an outright imperialist attitude, a Trotskyist
imperialist stand. They say that: 

"In general, Marxists do not advocate 
the imposition of social' revolution upon 
nations by military force from without. 
The indigenous working class, even when 
a small minority of the population, is best 
capable of leading other oppressed classes 
forward in revolutionary struggle. Af
ghanistan. however, is so monumentally, 
backward that the working class does not 
exist as a significant social force. In this 
situation, some kind of outside interven
tion is necessary to emancipate the Afghan 
masses from quasi-feudal despotism.," . 
(Ibid., underlining added) 

So here BT actually argues that the Afghani people have 
, to be liberated by the foreign, civilizing bayonet. 

And what a "Marxist" argument! 
Afghanistan has only a small working class. (And the 

peasants are apparently all ,given over by the BT to the 
side of CIA-reaction, and can only make progress when 
pricked by the bayonet or blown up by the landmine.) It 

. is very backward, semi-feudal, etc. etc. But haven't other 
countries succeeded in developing away from feudalism? 
Did Europe emerge from feudalism because a great out
side power, from Mars or Venus perhaps, civilized it? 

As a I)latterof fact, despite its backwardness, Afghanis
tan has been gradually and slowly developing. It has 
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started to develop its own modem classes, its own class 
differentiations and its own revolutionary forces. Even the 
struggle against revisionism made it to Afghanistan, but 
not on the back of Russian bayonets. On the contrary, the 
Russian bayonets, as well as the CIA-supplied bayonets 
and missiles, have apparently submerged or swamped the 
revolutionary forces that opposed both superpowers. The 
responsibility for throwing Afghanistan· so far backward 
mat large numbers of peasants could support me reaction
axy: bands lies not just in Afghanistan's backwardness, but 
as well in the brutality and cruelty inseparable from the 
revisionist military jackboot over Afghanistan. 

As for the Trotskyist view that the self-determination of 
, nations does not apply when.a country is backward, this 
is not Marxism, but an imperialist or social-imperialist (so
cialist in words, but imperialist in actuality) caricature of 
Marxism. Special-attention to self-determination has to be 
paid especially to backward countries in order for the so
cialist proletariat of more economically advanced countries 
to win the trust of the toilers of the backward country. 

Mind you, BT insists that it does' not take a servile 
stand before Soviet revisionism. Why, it says it has even 
given up the slogan "Hail the Red Army in Afghanistan", 
that it used to support, and instead supports "Military vic
tory to the Soviet Army" (Ibid., page 7). What a big dif-
ference. Oh yes indeed. ' 

Two things are therefore illustrated by BTs articles 
about Afghanistan. 

1) That BT, for all its ravings about "Stalinism", that 
it takes to the verge of Cold War hysteria, cannot separate 
itself from Soviet revisionism. 

2) That BTs Trotskyism, for all its "Marxist" words, is 
anti-Marxist. It cannot separate itself from even outright 
imperialist attitudes. Here we see the trotskyist disdain' 
for Leninist principles of self~determination, and for Lenin
ist attitudes toward the masses of toilers. And we also see 
the fraudulence of their struggle against Soviet revision
ism. But this is just part of Trotskyism's negation of one 
Leninist principle after another, from party-building, to 
united front tactics, to the struggle against refo~ism, and 
to the importance of building up truly independent organ
ization and struggle of the proletariat. • 
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Michigan NOW issues statement denouncing IIdirect confrontationll 

NOW vs. the pro-choice militants 
Continued from the, font page 

statement, that tttey are against any name wi1;h the word 
"revolutionary" or "communist" in it. NOWs leadership 
follows the line of winning-positions for the hig4erstrata 
of women among the bourgeoisie. And so they take upon 
themselves the role of ensuring bourgeois domination over 
the women's movement and over the struggle for women's 
rights. . 

Their class stand was also seen in the recent campaign 
in Michigan against a proposal to restrict state funding of 
abortions. The liberal leaders waged 'a big TV campaign 
With ads on the theme of saving all the money paid to 
raise welfare kids . .They appealed not to the defense of 
democratic rights but to bourgeois prejudice against spend
ing money on the poor. The anti-abortion measure 
passed. 

The NOW leaders also appeal to the bourgeois 
catchphrase of "non-violence". They are against offering 
mass resistance to OR, and instead claim that the police 
will protect women's rights. For them, as for all respect
able bourgeois, the use of the polLce and courts, the tools 
of chpitalist violence, is "non-violence" . On the other 

ha11d, resistance to the oppressors is, for them, illegitimate 
violence. But to rely on, the police is to give the bour
geoisie the right to organize the OR fanatics as shock 

. troops, to be kept gently in line by the police when they 
go a bit too far or to~ fast. 

The very tone of the statement of Jan. 21 shows the ut
ter viciousness of the liberal bourgeois leaders of NOW: 
They denounce those who, put themselves on the line 
'~gainst OR as being not really pro-choi~e, as betrayers of 
Michigan women, etc. It makes dear that the develop
ment of a militant mass movement requires active strug
gle . against the sabotaging activities of the NOW 
leadership. 

In the Committee' to Defend Abortion Rights, the re
formist left which dominates this coalition naturally criti
cized NOWs statement. Nevertheless many of the groups 
in this reformist left still wanted' to conciliate NOW or, 
particularly in the case of various Trotskyists, the labor 
bureaucrats. But the criticism of the liberal NOW leader
ship means little if there is' no spirit to stand up and 
develop a militant trend independent of the bourgeoisie 
and the bourgeois liberals. 

The following statement was released by the Michigan Conference of the National Or&amzation for Women (NOW) 
on January 21, 1989: 

MIGfIIGAN NOW DENOUNCES VIOLENCE AT ABOR
TION CLINICS [IN] DETROIT: The Michigan Conference 
of the National Organization for Women (NOW) joined 
with other pro-choice and feminist organizations in the 
state today in denouncing the actions of the Co~ittee to 
Defend Abortion Rights. 

The Committee is composed of a coalition of groups, 
such as the Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade, the 
Revolutionary Socialist League and the Revolutionary 
Workers League. Several of the other organizations that 
the Committee claims as members, such as UAW Local 
600 and the Michigan Organization for Human Rights, 
deny any affiliation with the group. still others say that 

\ the group has misrepresented their purpose and that they 
will withdraw their support from any future actions by the 
Committee. . 

The Committee to Defend Abortion Rights intends. to 
counter the efforts of Operation Rescue through direct 
confrontation to prevent Operation Rescue participants 
from blocking entrances to Detroit-area abortion clinics 
this morning. Operation Rescue has received nationaIat
tention for their surprise sit-ins at abortion clinics around 
the country, and confrontations with police in Atlanta and 
other cities have resulted in numerous arrests. 

"Pro-choice qrganizations in Michigan and, around the 
country carry out their worK through peaceful and non
violent actions,"' National NOW Board member Marian 
McCracken said. "The confrontational tactics of the Com
mittee to Defend Abortion Rights, on the other hand, are 
deplorable, and we are appalled by their, actions. They 
definitely do not represent the pro-choice movement." 

, Longtime NOW activist Carol King said the Committee 
to, Defend Abortion Rights has an agenda. far removed 
from that of protecting the' right of a woman to choose to 
end a pregnancy. "These people are seeking publicity, and 
they consider this a prime opportunity to recruit new 
members into their ranks. 'They are obscuring the issue 
'and betraying the Michigan women who have a 'genuine 
interest in preserving the right to choice," King said. 

Michigan NOW President Madeline Hansen said NOW 
and, other like-minded feminist organizations have a long 
history of denouncing violence of any kind. Over the past 
six'months, National NOW has fought for, and obtained, 
injunctions'tobar Operation Rescue from interfering with 
the services provided by ab~rtion clinics in several U.S. 
cities. -

"Abortion is legal in this country, and it is the respon
sibility of law enforcement officials to deal with Operation 



Rescue participants and others who try to prevent a 
Woman from obtaining an abortion or other medical serv
ices by blocking the entrance to a clinic, bombing it, or 
undertaking other clearly illegal actiVities,· Hansen said. 

, 
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NOW and other pro-choice groups will rally today at 1 
P.M. on the steps of the Capitol in Lansing to commem
orate the 16th anniversary of Roe V. Wade, the landmark 
Supreme Co~ decision that legalized abortion. • 

THE GOVERNMENT'S IIWAR ON DRUGSII IS A WAR 
ON BLACK PEOPLE AND YOUTH 

Continued trOIn the front page 

fighting drugs is beingus~d to attack the rights of all 
working and poor people. In particular, police repression 
of Black people and youth is being stepped up. And drug 
testing is spreading to ~ore workplaces, adding a new 
means of arbitrary!ermination in the hands of employers. 

The righteous anti~drug crusaders are cutting back even 
the token pennies they spend for drug treatment. On 
February 1, Governor Booth Gardner's cutback will shut 
down the Alcohol and' Prugs Addiction Treatment and 
Support Actservices, ending treatment for 1,400 persons 
in King County alone. But the politicians won't even talk 
about the social and economic conditions that give rise tOI 
drug-addiction and the growth of drug rings. 

_No, the only "solution" the government can think of is 
to bring ' down the iron fist on persons with small quan
tities of drugs; including marijuana. The stated target of 
police measures includes casual drug users, a very broad 
category. Even the wildest dreams of' Edwin Meese could 
no( seriously consider jailing 1/3 or more of the U.S. 

" population. This itself shows that the police are being 
given· powers for selective enforcement. And in practice 
the Seattle Police Department's "war on drugs and gangs" 
has targeted anyone who "meets the description" of a gang 
member .. ,This racist concept has meant a green light for 
indiscriminate harassment, arrests, beatings, shooting and 
two murders of ordinary Black people in Seattle. 

How the- Police Fight ~Drugs and GangsR 

The Bickerstaff incident rated coverage in the press. 
But many sons and daughters of Biack working people 
have received the same treatment in recent years and the 
white bourgeois media never found it newsworthy. As 
well, there have been many arbitrary and mass arrests of 
youth with no real evidence' of connection to the drug 

'trade. When brave youth refuse to bow down to the ar
rogant Clint Eastwoods, the police resort to beatings. The 
cowardly beating of a handcuffed black youth in Seward 
Park last summer backfired, however. In that incident, 
another young black intervened and ended up sending four 
cops to the hospital, three of them on stretchers. I'Iun~ 
dreds of onlookers cheered the valiant resistance 'to police 
raCIsm. 

As many blacks have found out, simply living in the 
Central Area warrants police harassment such as being 
pulled over and searched with guns drawn under pret~xts 
such as bogus traffic violations or suspicion of being a 
criminal, etc. 

And then there are the murderous raids on crack 
houses. The visit of one user of drugs on the say-so of an 
informant is enough to declare someone's home a "crack 
house." The police gangs crash in with guns blazing. 
That's why .two Black workers are dead, one of them 
guilty of holding a television remote control in his hand. 
Neither had possession of any drugs. 

In other cities the "crackdown" is as bad or worse. For 
example the Los Angeles Police Department carried out 
"Operation Hammer" in April of 1988, One thousand cops 
swept through Latino, and Black ghettos battering down 
doors and searching youth at gunpoint. 1453 people were 
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arrested but only 10 to 15 people were charged with 
serious offenses. 

Eight Years of Retrogression for 
Black Working People 

The systematic strengthening of police repression of 
Blacks illustrates that the real motive of government's war 
is not pious concern aboutdrug abuse. No, they are con
cerned about the explosive situation that is building up in 
the Black communities. 

The Reagan years have driven down the conditions of 
Black working and poor people. On the one hand, cut
backs in housing, education, welfare, medicare, etc. have 
hit ~lacks disproportionately hard. On the other h~d, the 
discrimination against Blacks has increased in many 
spheres. Blacks have been hit hardest with industrial 
layoffs and have found the least new jobs. The spreading 
of two-tier labor contracts has often been coupled with the 
holding of Black and Asian workers in the lower wage and 
benefit categories. New studies of housing discrimination 
sho\y that in many cities, where BlaCks are moving into 
suburbs, these neighborhoods are even more segregated 
than the central cities. (Wall Street Journal, 11-23-88) 

In most cities, the old Jim Crow separate school system 
has been at least partially integrated. (Of the 67 Seattle 
elementary schools, 35 have been integrated, 25 are ar
bitrarily exempt from busing and remain segregated, 21 of 
these schools are in white neighborhoods.) But integra
tion hasn't stopped the discrimination. The Seattle public 
schools are a perfect example of how, using methods in
cluding segregated classrooms (Horizon, re~edial pro
grams, etc.), the old tracking system is directed against the 
Black students. Factors such as oversize classes and 
barebones curriculum also devastate the education of BlaCk 
students. Instead of drawing the Black students into the 
educational process, the school district finds it cheaper to 
bring down discipline on those who are bored with the 
situation. And higher education is within reach of fewer 
and fewer Black youth. 

The overall racist offensive is also reflec,ted in various 
government statistics. In 1987, the official poverty rate 
among whites dropped from 11% to 10.5%. Among· 
Blacks, itrose from 31.1 % to 33.1% (Wall Street Journal, 
9-1-88) At the beginning of 1988, the median income for 
all Blacks was 58% of that of whites, the same per cent 
as in 1968. But the income of the upper 20% of blacks 
has risen since 1968, while that of the lower 80% has fal
len. (Wall Street Journal, 2-26-88) Between 1984 and 
1986, the life expectancy of whites remained at 75.4 
years, while for Blacks it fell from 69.7 to 69.4 (Seattle 
Times, 12-15-88) In most Black commU:nities, the' eco
nomif situation among Black working people is worse 
today than it was in the 1960's. 

The top government officials know full well that a 
powerful revolt is building up among Black working 
people against their deteriorating conditions. That's the 

reason they are ·pushing hysteria about drugs and gangs, 
Willie Horton, etc., ;md are unleashing the police in the 
BlaCk communities. They want the repressive apparatus 
in place and tuned -up to counter any militant movement 
among Blacks. 

. The war on drugs is a convenient cover for strengthen
ing the police apparatus against Blacks. But this policy 
predates the drug crusade. For example, since 1980, Royer 
has built two new police stations in the Black community 
(Capital Hill and Holly Park), in addition to the one 
downtown. 

Most white youth also face a dismal future. The 
government fears them too and is using the war on drugs 
as a pretext for attack. For example, police swept through 
the University District last fall and arrested over a hundred 
youth. The fierce battle against police repression at 
Gorilla Gardens gave a glimpse of the potential resistance 
of youth. 

/' 

What is the Stand of Certain 'Community Leaders" 
Towards the Police? 

On December 13, Seattle Police chief Fitzsimons met 
with Seattle NAACP president Lacy Steele, Mt. Zion Rev. 
Sam McKinney and chairman of the NAACP task force on 
drug abuse and prostitution, Oscar Eason. Fitzsimons out-' 
lined his latest ID scheme for fighting "gangs." 

After the meeting, Mr. Eason met with reporters and 
made radio b.roadcasts supporting the fascist ID plan. 
Eason again went on the radio after the Bickerstaff inci
dent, saying that the police were "only doing their job" . 

. Following the Nazi skinhead murder of an Ethiopian man 
in Portland last November, the same Mr. Eason told 
Seattle protesters that, "we must love the skinheads." 
(speech at University of Washington, N9v. 18, 1988) The 
antics of Oscar Eason show that the upper class Black sell
outs, in a rush to accoriunodate themselves to the white 
racist power structure, are willing to support the most 
racist police abuse of Black working people. 

Lacy Steele and Rev. McKinney quickly sought to dis as-
. sociate themselves from Eason. Rev. McKinney, for exam

ple, issued a statement. declaring that he supported the 
war op. drugs as long as the police carried it out legally, 
but that he would not support "passcards for Black citizens 
and poor folk" and "gestapo like tactics ... that can be util
ized by a 'Clint Eastwood' mentalitY of some police." 
McI<i,nney added, "Chief Fitzsimons said he would ,not 
tolerate this among his officers." (The Medium, 12~21-
88) 

Rev. McKinney advocates a: war on drugs by the Seattle 
Police Department that is done legally and is not racist. 
But the experience of the last .three years has shown that 
this is an impossible dream. 

Certainly the stranglers of Riley Frost and executioners 
of John Rodney and Robert Baldwin have a "Clint 
Eastwood" mentality. But the problem does not end there. 
For example, what difference does the attitude of a cop 



make when he is sent crashing in the doors of w.orkers' 
homes with guns drawn? lhe police murders of William 
Tucker and Ernie Bascomb were perpetrated not only by 
the cops who pulled the triggers, but also by the smooth
talking liberals dqwntown who gave. the orders for the 
murderous raids. Fitzsimons and Royer send the Clint 
Eastwoods out to do the di,rty work. lhen they smile for 
the reporters and talk nice' to the Black leaders. ; 

lhe liberal Democrats may prefer' some differ~t type 
of war on d.rtigs. But it doesn't work that way in the real 
world. As soon as one adopts a "lock .'emall up" at1;itude 
toward-the drug problem and gives the green lisht to the 
police agencies, then Blacks and. other working people be
come the target of the war. 

For the last three years the Black sellouts have. sup
ported the government's war on drugs. Take a look at . 
state representative Jesse Wineberry's anti-drug bill, for ex-

. ample. SHB 1445 consists entirely of provisions to 
strengthen police powers. Wineberry boasts of changing 
the law so that if any minor is convicted of a drug viola
tion he will lose his driver's license. Now a youth busted 
for a joint will be punished by not allowing him to drive 
to work. What a brilliant plan for pushing young people 

. towards the drug underworld of crime and despair! 
Wineberry claims that the legislature also dealt with the 

"human side" to the drug problem by funding treatment 
programs. On yes, the legislators were 90 generous with, 
this that the fund~ have already run out and. the program· 
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is being shut down. ; 
. lhe establishment Black leaders are fully ·aware of the 

inevitable resUlts of their support for the police "clean up" 
of the Black communities. A letter to the editor of The 
Facts hit the nail on the head when it sta:t~d that the 

'. "Black so-called leaders ... are more dangerous to us than 
the Crips and Bloods."' ,(12-21-88) The stands of these 
leaders stem from the class differences iIi. the Black <;om
munity. lhe Oscar Easons and Jesse Wineberrys re]?resent 
the outlook and interests of the Black bourgeoisie. This 

. class has not only grown <;omfortable, but it looks for con-
tinued. business expansion through government contracts 
and other deals with the white racist power structure. 
lhat's the dollars and cents basis for their growing accom-

. modation. lhat's the real logic behind Jesse Jackson's 
seemingly insane suggestion that after eight years of Rea
gan, Bush might "reach out" to minorities. Of' courSe, 
Bush's arm will not reach any farther than the black bour:-
geoisie. . 

Militant organization is needed to deal with police' 
Violence and all other forms of racism. With organization, 
the Black liberation struggle can be built despite the 
vacillation of the liberal.bigshots. With organization, the 
anti-racist sentiment among Black, Asian and white work- . 
ing people can be tapped into and brought out in a polit: 
ical movement. . 

Unite to smash police repression! • 

Incredible hypocrisy of the top anti-drug crusaders 

lhe following article is also from the Jan. 16 leaflet of 
the Revolut!-0nary Action Group and the MLP-Seattle: 

At the same time as drug use is being piously con
demned by practically every U.S. official, the CIA backed 
by Reagan,. Bush and Oliver North, have been aiding the 
importation of cocaine into this country in order to supply 
the Nicaraguan contras with weapons;· This occurred espe
cially during the two-year ban on u.s. aid. Evidence of 
this includes statements from numerous ex-drug smugglers 
about how they were allowed to use u.s. military bases 
for importing drugs into the U.S., and/or were given in
formation about DBA [Drug 'Enforcement Administration] i 

surveillance patterns, in exchange for delivering weapons i' 

to the contras. ,.. I 

CIA' drug-runclng for the puIpose of funding illegal 
wars is nota new tactic. From 1948 on, American intel~ 
ligence activities in the "Golden Triangle" cParts of Burma, 
lhailand ane! Laos) were intertwined with the opium 

. trade. Local military forces trained and equipped by the 
CIA were also opium growers, refiners, and traffickers. 
lhe CIi} also used its own planes to transport opi~ for 

their client strongnien. Of course, heroin produced in the 
"Golden Triangle" with the help of the CIA ended up in 
the . United States, helpfug to create a heroin epidemic 
which left thousands dead on the streets of New York, 
Detroit, and Los Angeles. 

It is obvious from their history of supporting the im
portation of drugs into this country that the estab
lishment's "War on Drugs'. and tough talk against drug 
gangs is just for show. If they really wanted to stop the 
rack' gangs, there is a lot they could do. In the 19308 to 
put' an end to the, alcohol smuggling activities bf gangs 
such as AI Capone's, alcohol was legalized. Why could . 
there not be government-adlninistration of certain drugs 
for the sake of treatment and rehabilitation? But today, 
government methadone programs to deal with heroin ad
diction are starved for funds. And the establishment has 
shpwn no intention of setting up similar prograIDs to un-' 
derminethe crack· gangs and bring. cocaine add.iction un-
der control.' . 

No, there are too much profits to be made; too much. 
secret money to be raised for funding foreign military ad
ventures. Besides,' the ruling class finds it in their inter

.' ests for poor people to bedoped~up, and for drug abuse 
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to be used as a pretext for police repression. 

What is the Source of Drug Addiction 
.. and the Drug Rings 

Behind the drug problem lies factors such as the itl" 
. creasing poverty and unemployment among sections of the 
urban population; the gutting of pUblic education and 
skyrocketing college tUition; the stress induced by in
creased overtime, production pace and harassment of 
workers on the job; etc. Drugs are used by some as an 
escape from a hopeless situation. As well, drug rings have 
become major employers of jobless teenagers in the inner 
cities. 

It is nonsense to talk of a war on drugs and gangs 
without fighting the ocean of hopelessness in the cities. 
Yet the politicians, big time preachers, managernent ex~ 
. ecutives, school administrators, cops and other righteous 
anti-drug crusaders never make this connection .. And no 
wonder. The miserable social conditions that people want 
to escape from have been exacerbated by the· economic 
policies since 1980. The rich owners of the big corpora
tions and the entire bourgeois establishment has been 
living the good life based on the increasing misery of mil
lions. A "war on drugs' coming from this establishment 
will never really aim at solving the drug probletn since 
they are the cause of it. 

Drug addiction and especially the crime and criminal 
elements associated with it cause many hard,ships· for 
workipg and poor people. The government's anti-drug 
crus<J.ae uses this fact to try to hide the guilt of the busi-

/ 

/ 

.ness establishment in causing the drug problem and in
stead to incite people against each other. The campaigns 
seek to incite people. against. particular races, age groups 
and "anyone looking suspicious." 

Moreover, drugs and crime are one small part of the 
overall decay of u.s. society, Environmental poisoning, 
homelessness, infant mortality, plant closings, racist at
tacks, foreign military adventures, etc., are all on the rise. 
The anti-drug crusade seeks to divert attention from this 
reality by instilling an emotional focus on drug users and 
small time crimfuals as the main source of problems. It 
is natur~l for working people to want to deal with the 
source of their· troubles--but that source is big business 
and the government. 

No amount of murderous raids, mass arrests or stUffed 
jails will ever solve the probiem of drug abuse a~ long as 
th~ rotting social conditions remain. The elimination of 
the . plague of drug abuse will only take place in connec': 
non with struggle against the racism, police brutality and 
all the· oppressive conditions. The immediate situation is 
that u.s. capitalism is rotting alive, and the only future for 
w.ost youth lies in taking up political activism and the 
4evelopment of a mass movement. This is the real al
ternative to the stultifying social order, compared to drugs 
and other phoney alternatives. 

. In the long run, The class struggle is the necessary 
preparation for workers' socialism--where the working 
class takes power and employs all in meaningful work to 
meet the needs of working people. Socialism will com
pletely eliminate the economic and social conditions that 
give rise to drug addiction. • 
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Victims of capitalist "war on drugs" at Great Lakes Steel plant: 
DEFEND TI1E 'FIRED WORKERS' 

The foll~wing articles are from the Jan. 19 issue of 
Detroit Workers' Voice: 

civer the last year Danyl Morton and Emmanuel Mar~ 
tin and a: number of other workers were unjustly fired by 
the company; These firings were the resUlt of the com
pany drug testing program.' "These workers maintain that 
the testing results, which the company claims show drug 
use, are false. In one case, a w.orker was fired foral
legedly refusing to take a drug test. But the worker 
claims the first aid attendant never requested one. ", 

In all these cases the union bureaucrats have refused' to 
lift a finger to help them. 'Instead, the Union hacks, like 
MimiRinna, have tried to pressure these workers into 

, returning to work-under the terrible conditions outlined in 
the new Drug Rehabilitation Program signed between the 
company and union. But these workers have refused to 
do this because it would mean a~tting guilt to crimes 
they have not committed. ' 

It is up to 'us, the rank-and-file workers, to stand up in 
defense of Danyl and Emmanuel and all the workers wp,o 
have ,been fired for the testing. We must demand that 

, Danyl arid Emmanuel be returned to; work with no'penal
ties and full back pay' We must demand that all workers 
fired for the testing be returned to their jobs without : 
penalties and with full back pay; , • 

DEFEND EMMANUEL MARTIN: ' 

In May 1988 Emmanuel Martin, a 20-year veteran of 
GLS, was unjustly fired from his job' as a niil1:wright at 

\ #2 BOP. Emmanuel has four children, one of whom is a 
five-year-old boy needing heart surgery; Without his job, 
Emmanuel's family has no health insurance which is pre
venting his son from having the needed surgery; 

The facts of Enunanuel's case 

During the month of April 1988, Emmanuel was on a 
ni'edical'leave, under the care of a physician for an al-

, cohol-related ulcer. As part of his treatment he was being 
tested biweekly .for substance abuse. 1D.ese tests, which 
were independent of the company, consistently show nega
tive for 'any substance abuse. 

At the end of April, he was notified to appear at first 
aid to explain the re:;tson for his medical leave. When he 
appeared and informed the attendant of his situation the 
attendant required him to give a specimen. 

, Emmanuel was fired on May 28, after the company AL~ 
LEGEDLY found traces of marijuana bypro ducts in his 

specimen. 
The company's test was administered ONE WEEK ,after 

hi$ own independent test found NO ~uch substances. He 
had another iI:tdependent est one week after the comp'any's 
test and again was found, to be free of the alleged sub-' 
stances. Both the company and the union 'have refused. to 
recognize these two, independent tests. 

Union refuses to arbitrate Emmanuefscase 

The uclon leadership ~as refused to llfta finger in Em-
, manuel's defj:!nse. They have even 'refused to take his case 

to arbitration, Instead, theyhav,e argued with him that he 
, should accept the Drug Rehabilitation Program agreement 
signed between the union and company; But Emmanuel 
has steadfastly refused to do so. He has refused to admit 
guilt to a crime he has not committed. • 

DEFEND DARRYI.: MORTON 

One year ago, :Darryl Morton was unjustly fired from 
hisjob as an overhead crane operator,at GL~. Danyl was 
fired in February 1988., Danyl has 14 years seniority and 
a clean record. ' 

He was fired after, a routine examination for an 
operators' license, Unknown to Danyl this inCluded a 
drug screening. The company alleges it found extremely 
minute bypro ducts of marijuana in his urine. ' 

From the beginning the union bureaucrats, in' particular 
Mimi Rinna, have not fought in his defense. They have 
tried to force him to submit to the company's allegations 
against him. ' 

But Danyl has maintained his innocence throughout. 
He reports that he went to first aid for the routine ex
ammation at his own initiative. The attendant Kresky has 
claimed that Danyl was acting suspiciously with "tremors·. 
But Dairyl,has repeatedly pointed out to the union 'lead
ers and Labor Relations the freezing temperatures that day 
and he, was merely' cold as he ,entered first aid, giving him 
the chills. 

As well, Danyl had a witness, one of the plant protec~ 
tion guards, who agrees with him that he was not acting 
suspiciouslY; In fact, the attendant OK'd Danyl to return 
to work once the specimen was given. As well, Danyl 
was 'allowed to work for the next two days. '1D.e guard 
has also agreed that the' attendant did not explain to Dar
ryl that the specimen would be screened for drugs. 

When DarrYl had his hearing at Labor Relations he 
heard for'the first time that he was, being fired for al
legedly having the metabolites of marijuana in his urine. 
Immediately he went to Trenton Hospital to have his own 
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independent test taken. This test showed NEGATIVE for 
marijuana. BUT, neither the company or the union have' 
accepted this independent test . 

. For the last year the union bureaucrats have tried to get 
Darryl admit guilt for a crime he has not committed. For 
one year the union has put off taking him to arbitration. 
Instead they have tried to pressure him into singing a "last· 
chance" agreement, to agree to return to work under the 
terrible conditions of the new Drug Rehabilitation· Pro
gram. He has stubbornly refused to do so, pointing out 
that he has never had a drug problem. • 

DEFEND ALL WORKERS FIRED FOR TIlE TESTS! 

Numerous other workers who were similarly fired have 
been pressured by the union into signing the "last chance" 
rehabilitation program agreement. The company's aim in 
these agreements is to put the workers who sign them un
der the company's control. 

Many of these workers who have only recently been 
. returned to work have already been subjected to the ran

dom retesting by the company. These workers are subject 

to permanent firing' at any time by the simple allegation 
of a positive test result by the company. 

We must demand that all the workers who were pres
sured into signing the rehabilitation agreement keep their 
jobs. But, with full back pay and without being subjected 
to the conditions of the program. • 

SUPPORT TIlE FIRED WORI<ERS' 
DEFENSE COMMITTEE! 

A number of workers who have been UIijustly fired 
have banded together for their common defense. Since 
the union leaders have refused to fight for them, they are 
pursuing independent legal means to win back their jobs 
and back pay. Their struggle should be supported by all 
workers at GLS, since what these workers are fighting for 
is in. the interests of all the workers. It is the long-stand
ing principle of the workers' movement to defend' on 
another against the exploiters .. This committee will be ap
pealing to GLS workers to help them in their legal 
defense. '" • 

More on the drug war at Great Lakes Steel: 
How> the union hacks were elected ... 

The present leaders of Local 1299 were elected because 
the workers were fed up with the notoriously corrupt for
mer officials. The new slate had no program or plan of 
any sort but posed as an opposition to the local machine 
(but not to either the district or international hacks). As 
bureaucrats, their rhetoric has turned out to be as mean
ingful as a four dollar bill. It wasn't long after theelec-

, nons that they concluded a secret drug agreement with 
GIS that has allowed the company to step up the harass
ment and .firing~ of the workers, scrapping even the 
existing contract. This is the 'sharpest of a number of 
issues that has rapidly discredited them in the eyes of the 
workers. -

Below is an excerpt from the November 1, 1988 issue 
of the Detroit Workers' Voice on the rhetoric and. deeds 
of these bureaucrats: 

, 

TIlE RANK AND FILE MUST DEMAND TIlE 
RIGHT TO DECIDE 

Remember the el~ction propaganda of the '88 Slate? 
Remember how they declared they would "Return to the 
membership local issues to be discussed and debated with 

full membership input.... Organize a clear and efficient 
channel of communication between Local 1299 and every 
member therein." 

Two months have passed since they secretly wrote the 
agreement with the company to allow drug testing. There 
was no consultation with the membership before, during. 
or after, the writing of the agreement .. 

Back in September [Local President] Massengill 
·promised "full details" on the agreement in the October 
issue of the Local's paper. October has come and gone 
and still there are NO DETAILS provided. 

Drug testing is one of the most important issues that 
has faced us. The issue is not whether workers are for or 
'against drugs. Rather, the issue is that the company is al
ready using the threat of testing as a club to bully work
ers into not resisting job combination, forced overtime and 
unsafe conditions. 

We workers are the ones who should decide whether 
the company has the right to subject us to drug testing 
and harassment .. This is a simple democratic issue. The 
union bureaucrats do not have the right to write secret 
agreements, imposing the company's dictate on us. There 
should be mass open discussion of all the workers where 
all our views could be aired. Then there should be a vote 
taken so the majority can really decide, not a handful of 
bureaucrats. • 


